







Al27 NMR in Ruby below 4.2 K 
Masamichi T AKEUCHI， Toshiaki T ATSUKAWA， Masasi INOUE， Hisao YAGI 
(Received Apr. 1， 1975) 
NMR measurements of AF1 nuc1eous in ruby have been carried out below 
liquid helium temperatures by using the bui1t-in marginal osci1ator with MOS 
FET. The temperature dependence of the observed NMR linewidths was dis-
cussed in terms of the spin-diffusion-barrier model， in which the nuc1ear spin 
in concern interacts both with the other nuc1ear spins and the electron spins. 
Experimental1y， the influence of the magnetic field upon characteristics of the 
commercial MOSFET elements was studied and these elements were found to 







































































Fig. 2 Osci1ator vo1tage V08C vs the 
drain voltage B1 of the MOSFET 
at different temperatures， in the 
presence of static field H=18.2 
kG 
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Fig. 4 Variation of the drain current 
with the angle 8 in the plane 
of the FET's cap-face for various 
drain-source voltages; the origin 
of 8 being taken arbitrarily. 
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Variation of the drain current 
Iv with the angle fJ between the 
magnetic field and the normal 
direction of the FET's cap圃face
at H = 16.65 kG for various drain-
source vo1tages; .dI v is t he devi-
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1/T1n=1/(T何十T骨叫)+1/T1n' ・H ・H ・.(2)


















Fig. 5 Spin relaxation process in AlzOa:Cr3+; the A127 nuc1ear spins interact 
with the lattice (relaxation time T1nl through the quadrapole inter-
action) and with the 3d electron spin system (via the hyperfine 
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Fig. 6 Spin-diffusion barrier model.め
A sphere is drawn with the 
effective radius b such that the 
dipolar field of Cr8+ ion μeff/b3 is 
comparable to that of the A127 
nuc1eousμ叫/a8;R is the average 
distance between the Cr8+ ions 
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Fig. 7 Temperature dependence of the 
spin-diffusion-barrier radius b 
ca1culated by eqs. (4) and (5) for 
the valuesa =3 A，μ叫=1.8X 10-23 G 
cm3， g=1.984， D=ー 1.94 cm-1， and 
H=17 kG. The dotted line shows 
the value of R/2(=13A) for 0.1% 
Cr3+ in A1203 and it crosses with 

























































用い，第二項の gβ に (μeff/μp) をかけて有効磁気
モーメントの概念を導入する口それぞれの値を代入し
て磁場単位で表すと，式(1)は，
.1H= 2 X[(8開 2+2.7
(1-3COS2Oij¥2il/2 
十109(μeff/μp)2CLJ~~ _3..1 仰) 1 
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Fig. 8 Temperature dependence of the 
NMR linewidth calculated by eq. 
(6) for different parameter A， 
where A is defined by from eq. (6) 
A=cp(1ー 3co均的2/rjk/6.
The observed peak-to-peak line-
width of A127 NMR in ruby is 
given by the dotted points (see 
Table 1). 
4. 測定結果と検討
4.1 4.2 K 以下におけるNMR信号
























Fig.lOから Fig.12の4.2K以下では. 1 +1/2>仲
T雪 4.2K
H-→ 
Fig. 9 A127 NMR signal at 4.2 K ;ん=18.
983 MHz， Ho=17.23 kG， f協 =10Hz， 
and H叩 =10G. 
T. 3.oK 
H-ー+
Fig. 10 NMR signal at 3.0 K; 10=18.539 
MHz， Ho=16.85 kG， 1禍 =10Hz， and 
Hm=35 G. 
Fig. 11 N乱1Rsignal at 2.17 K; /0=20.011 
MHz， Ho=18.20 kG， /m=20 Hz， and 
Hm=14 G. 
T = 1.5 K 
H-一+
Fig. 12 NMR signal at 1.5 K ; 1o=18.323 




















Table 1 Observed “peak-to・peak" line-
width .JHpp 




Fig. 8， Table 1より線幅は， 一般の“lifetime-
broadening"の場合とは逆に低温になるにつれて増
加していることがわかる Q これは理論曲線と定性的に
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